
Marie Curie bridge Tournament CHICAGO score sheet

For RUbbER PTO.

Marie Curie provides high quality nursing, totally free, to give people with

terminal cancer and other illnesses the choice of dying at home, supported by their familes.

www.mariecurie.org.uk

Group number: ________________

Couple number: _______________ Names: _______________________________________ and _______________________________________

Please return this completed score

sheet (ONe from each pair) by the eND

of MArCH, to:

a) Your Group Leader, and he/she can

let the Area Organiser know who is

the group winner and the score,

b) or if that is difficult you can send

them to your Area Organiser whose

initials are beside your Group

Number (after the county). The list

of all Area Organisers is at the

beginning of the Directory.

PLEASE DO NOT SEND THIS SCORE

SHEET WITH NEXT SEASON’S

ENTRY FORM.

ENTRY FORMS GO TO A

DIFFERENT ADDRESS.

Scoring for Chicago
20 Hands to be played. HONOurs DO NOT COuNT.

Hand #1: None vulnerable   Hand #2: Dealer vulnerable   Hand #3: Dealer vulnerable   Hand #4: All vulnerable etc.

Trick Points:

As for rubber Bridge

Part Score Contract Made:

Bonus: 50 points

Game Contract Made:

Bonus, Not vulnerable: 300 points vulnerable: 500 points

Small Slam Contract Made:

Bonus, Not vulnerable: 500 points vulnerable: 750 points

Grand Slam Contract Made:

Bonus, Not vulnerable: 1,000 point vulnerable: 1,500 points.

Doubling:

Double the value of the contract made as in rubber Bridge.

Insult Bonus for making a doubled contract 50 points, for redoubled contract 100 points.

Overtricks:

Not vulnerable: Trick Value vulnerable: Trick value

Doubled, not vulnerable: 100 points vulnerable: 200 points

redoubled, not vulnerable: 200 points vulnerable: 400 points

Undertricks:

(awarded to opponents) as for rubber Bridge

In the event of your having to scratch from a match your opponents will be awarded 200 points.

If there are more than or less than six couples in your group, and you manage to play them all, please enter ALL scores, and we

will work out an average score for you.

Why not form a new group for next year? Appoint a Group Leader who can fill in one entry form for

all in the group and collect the cheques from each member of the group. This will mean the rest of

the original group will have spare entry forms which they can use to form other groups, or send to

friends in other parts of the country.
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Marie Curie bridge Tournament RUbbER score sheet

For CHICAGO PTO.

Marie Curie provides high quality nursing, totally free, to give people with

terminal cancer and other illnesses the choice of dying at home, supported by their familes.

www.mariecurie.org.uk

Group number: ________________

Couple number: _______________ Names: _______________________________________ and _______________________________________

Please return this completed score

sheet (ONe from each pair) by the eND

of MArCH, to:

a) Your Group Leader, and he/she can

let the Area Organiser know who is

the group winner and the score,

b) or if that is difficult you can send

them to your Area Organiser whose

initials are beside your Group

Number (after the county). The list

of all Area Organisers is at the

beginning of the Directory.

PLEASE DO NOT SEND THIS SCORE

SHEET WITH NEXT SEASON’S

ENTRY FORM.

ENTRY FORMS GO TO A

DIFFERENT ADDRESS.

each match will consist of the first three rubbers played. Deduct the loser’s score from the winner’s and enter YOur OWN net

score which will be plus or minus. You must complete 2 rubbers.

Scoring for Rubber bridge
Tricks made in: ® or u : 20 points per trick § or ´ : 30 points per trick

No Trumps: 40 for 1st trick and 30 for subsequent tricks

Slam bonus Not vulnerable small slam 500 Grand slam 1,000

Vulnerable small slam 750 Grand slam 1,500

Overtricks Not vulnerable Doubled 100 redoubled 200

Vulnerable Doubled 200 redoubled 400

Doubling Double the value of the contract made.

Insult Bonus for making a doubled contract 50 points, for redoubled contract 100 points.

Penalties for Undertricks

Not doubled each undertrick Not vulnerable 50 Vulnerable 100

Doubled first undertrick Not vulnerable 100 Vulnerable 200

Doubled 2nd and 3rd undertrick Not vulnerable 200 Vulnerable 300

Doubled subsequent undertricks Not vulnerable 300 Vulnerable 300

redoubled undertricks: twice penalty points for Doubled undertricks

HONOurs will NOT be scored.

Do not round up scores, eg 1st rubber, you score 760 and your opponents score 250. You enter +510 and your opponents enter

-510. If you fail to complete the 3rd rubber, score 50 points for a part score Or 300 points for a game.

In the event of having to scratch from a match, your opponents will be awarded 200 points.

If there are more or less than six couples in your group and you manage to play them all, please enter ALL scores achieved and

we will work out an average score for you.

Why not form a new group for next year? Appoint a Group Leader who can fill in one entry form for

all in the group and collect the cheques from each member of the group. This will mean the rest of

the original group will have spare entry forms which they can use to form other groups, or send to

friends in other parts of the country. Entry forms will be e-mailed to everyone in the spring.
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